Growing Culinary Mushrooms at Home

Publications
- **Shiitake Guide** – University of Vermont
- **Cultivating Wine Cap Mushrooms** – Cornell University
- **Shiitake Production on Logs, Step by Step in Pictures** – University of Kentucky

Mushroom Cultivation Information
- North American Mycological Association [Cultivation Resources](#)
- Field and Forest [Instruction Sheets](#)

Mushroom Cultivation books
- **DIY Mushroom Cultivation**, Willoughby Arevalo
- **The Essential Guide to Cultivating Mushrooms**, Stephen Russell
- **Growing Gourmet and Medicinal Mushrooms**, Paul Stamets
- **How to Grow Mushrooms from Scratch**, Magdalena Wurth and Herbert Wurth
- **Mushroom Cultivation: 12 Ways to Become the MacGyver of Mushrooms**, Richard Bray
- **Mushroom Cultivation: An Illustrated Guide to Growing Your Own Mushrooms at Home**, Tavis Lynch
- **Organic Mushroom Farming and Mycoremediation**, Tradd Cotter

Mushroom Cultivation Suppliers
- **Field and Forest**
- **Fungi Perfecti**
- Cornell University Small Farms Program [Supplier Directory](#)